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From client consultation to completed look, the basics of Haircutting textbook teaches
cosmetology college students how exactly to apply design concepts using styles, lines, and
angles to accomplish predictable outcomes in the professional salon. Finished styles
accompany each haircut. Following main theory sections, step-by-step techniques visually
assist learners in performing seventeen different female and man haircuts. Visuals teach college
students how to use proper lines and angles to attain desirable results. Each chapter ends with
debate questions and a chapter test. Additional sections include details on soft skills important
for the competitive workforce, visuals and text that emphasize the secure and accurate use of
haircutting implements, reminders and points to build successful customer services, a close
appear at infection control suggestions for sanitation, decontamination, and safety, along with
guidelines and procedures for providing solutions that protect both customer and
cosmetologist. Fundamentals of Haircutting also includes a comprehensive glossary A very
important resource and teaching aid for private academic institutions, instructors’ seminars,
and continuing educational workshops, Fundamentals of Haircutting could also be used as
textbook for both secondary or postsecondary haircutting courses, one semester to two
semesters in length.
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Every Cosmetology Class requirements this text book! This would be considered a great manual
for academic institutions to use for their cosmetology learners. Although I am not a
cosmetologist, I like to be informed as to what is happening if you ask me as I sit down in a
chair and trust the fate of my locks to someone. Found out You can get a free program
syllabus for the publication at the website: FundamentalsOfHaircutting. Just what a perfect
manual for anyone who is learning to enter this field and get better at the artwork of
professionalism as a stylist. Great cosmetology textbook! I saw this book in my hairdresser's
salon. Students should try to learn great haircutting. It addresses all the important aspects of
haircutting, from style to angle to range. Bought this book from a beauty salon. Awesome class
for cosmetology students As an educator myself, I know the value of offering supplemental
classes that provide students a meaningful learning encounter, and let's them have a little fun
along the way. I have been a locks stylist for 25 years and have collected many styling books
thru the years. Money well spent! Students will look forwards to a course where this book is
used! I recently purchased this reserve and would state that it stands by itself as the very best
haircutting book I have found. It is a wonderful supplement to any publication presently being
found in cosmetology classrooms. It's an easy read and well illustrated and makes an excellent
adjuvant to any hairstylist publication. I would highly recommend it for the novice along with
the experienced hair stylist.com Excellent Resource A must-have for just about any school or
professional. Great book! Colleges should all utilize this publication. This is a very
comprehensive and instructive textbook on how to cut hair. Stanley Hands, Master
Cosmetologist & Thank you for giving us an additional tool to help our students get yourself a
good basis in haircutting techniques. This text publication was a nice read to even a
layperson and protected every part of the step-by-step "Process" with excellent illustrations
and photographs. Schools need this reserve. This publication is well-created and easy to
check out with step-by-step guidelines and illustrations, which show the basics underlying any
hair design. I highly recommend this resource for cosmetology institutions and salon
professionals. I really like this haircutting textbook! I take advantage of it and my staff uses it
every day. The step-by-step reducing guidelines and questions at the end of every chapter
are so useful. Get better at Colorist, Looks Salon, Atlanta, GA They had a great booth at The
SkillsUSA meeting in Arkansas They had an excellent booth at The SkillsUSA meeting in Arkansas.
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